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Abstract  
 
Together with a steadily increasing urban population, South Africa and the city of Cape Town is 
facing continuously expanding informal settlements and communities with no access to basic 
human services or adequate housing.  There’s an urgent need to design, plan and implement 
alternative and creative approaches to help stimulate an equal, inclusive and sustainable urban 
development and strategic spatial planning. Integrating methods and processes that includes 
participation, communication and collaboration by incorporating civil society and local community 
members in urban planning practices is one way of promoting sustainable and equal spatial 
growth. Co-production is a concept used in urban development theory that embraces this in and 
can be described as a communicative form of spatial planning where state, planners and citizens 
mutually interact in the planning process. In consideration of these challenges, this thesis aims to 
apprehend how marginalized, local communities in Cape Town can be included in matters 
regarding urban development and spatial planning practically and if co-production can be used to 
define and explain this form of approach.    
 
Therefore, this thesis is based on a case study research of the Better Living Challenge (BLC) 
incubator, a two-week long project in Cape Town, which supported 15 informal builders in 
improving and developing their designing, building and marketing skills. The practical 
implementation of this incubator and its process has been examined to determine if the theory of co-
production can be used to outline the project and understand the results emerging from it. The incubator 
proved to be successful in several ways and was met with impressive feedback from the stakeholders. It 
was also followed with difficulties and restrictions like power dynamics and tension. The conclusions that 
were made highlights that the incubator can be defined as an alternative and unorthodox co-productive 
approach based on the aim and lay-out of the process.  
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Introduction 
 

Global growth and rapid urbanization 
A recent report published by United Nation’s Department of Economic and Social Affairs 
estimates that the world population is to reach 8.6 billion by the year of 2030. Their research, 
summarized in World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision, further discloses that 
parallel to this immense global growth, there is also an expansive increase in Africa’s 
population where it is predicted that 26 African countries will encounter a twofold size in their 
population between the years of 2017 and 2050. (United Nations, 2017)  

 

Along with the rapidly growing population, urbanization together with informality is an 
additional challenge encountered with on both a global and local scale. Studies concluded 
by the Department of Economic and Social Affairs presents that currently more than half of 
the world’s population are living in urban environments. Considering only 43% of Africa’s 
population are recognized as living in urban areas, many African inhabitants are still living in 
rural areas. Despite this reality, comparisments show that Sub-Saharan countries are 
experiencing a rapid speed of urbanization. (United Nations, 2018)  

 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 1: Graph illustrating levels and trends of urbanization in different regions 

(United Nations, 2018)
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According to the UN, “sustainable urbanization is key to sustainable development”. This 
implies that there’s a need for well-implemented urban policies to maintain urban growth and 
ensure an equal development that includes all groups of society. To facilitate this increasing 
urbanization, professionals and legislators need to comprehend the long-term development 
of population and how urban environments can be formed in the most valuable and 
sustainable way. (United Nations, 2018)  

 
As urban development is shaped by several complex layers and fragments, these need to 
co-function in an interconnecting system in order to sustain a continuous and efficient global 
as well as local growth and expansion. Elements that are apart of urban and spatial planning 
and need to be governed include issues concerning land use and development, safety, legal 
systems and policies, housing and mobility amongst many others. 

 

South African housing challenges and urban informality 
South Africa, located in Sub-Saharan Africa and many times also referred to as the Rainbow 
Nation is a melting pot of diverse languages, ethnicities, cultures and a profoundly rich heritage. 
The country has been categorized by the World Bank (2019) as one of four African countries with 
an upper-middle-income economy and is reported to have the second largest economy in the 
continent.  
 
The country’s population has an estimated urbanization rate of 65% (Statista, 2019) and as South 
African cities are constantly attracting an outflow of migration and urban dwellers from rural areas 
that are seeking better living conditions and economic resources. Because of this, huge pressure 
is generated upon the housing backlog which is an issue along with deficiency regarding housing 
subsidies provided by the government. This combined with the demand of urbanization has 
resulted in informal settlements and a considerable amount of shack dwellings formed in informal 
settlements. As the South African urbanization rate is continually increasing the informal 
residential areas, these need to be taken in to consideration and included in urban environmental 
research to counterbalance inequality and improve the quality of urban dwellers residing in 
informal settlements. (Richards, R., O’Leary, Brian and Kingstone, M, 2007). 

  

Aim of the study 
The aim of this study is to deepen the understanding of how local communities in poor and 
marginalized urban areas can be involved in planning practices in co-productive modes 
together with non-profit and public planning organizations. Of particular interest in this study 
is spatial planning in the urban periphery of Cape Town, South Africa. 

As Vanessa Watson, professor of city planning at The University of Cape Town, 
distinguishes the difference between theoretical co-production and “true co-production” the 
intent of this field study is to analyze the urban development practice implemented by a 
non-profit organization (NPO) engaging with local citizens using co-production as a 
theoretical framework. The participatory citizens involved are also operative and employed 
within the informal housing sector as small-scale, informal builders. Furthermore, to deliver 
an immense perception of whether true co-production indeed is possible in planning it is 
also of interest to analyze the impact which the studied project has generated on a local 
level as well as the challenges that were dealt with and positive outcomes. For that reason, 
this dissertation is primarily focused on an analysis and deeper review of the Better Living 
Challenge (BLC) incubator, a two-week long project in Cape Town which supported 15 
informal builders in improving and developing their designing, building and marketing skills. 
The practical implementation of this incubator and its process has therefore been examined 
based on the research questions presented below.
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Research questions 
The general field of study in this paper compromises the practical realization of co-productive 
planning forms in South African cities. This rather huge issue can be divided in to further 
inquiries to give a deeper comprehension of the study’s aspiration: 

 
• How can the theory of co-production be applied and related to outline the BLC 

incubator process and comprehend the possibilities and difficulties that have 
emerged from the implementation of this practice? 

 

• What strategies and techniques did BLC practice in order to counteract 
inequality and ensure there is an inclusive nature with open communication 
amongst all participants and actors when operating the incubator? 

 
 

Methodology 
For this thesis, a case study research has been conducted. Since a case study is well 
applicable when correlating to questions that include how and why, the investigator has 
limited authority over the studied process/behavior and when analyzing the implementation 
of a theoretical topic or occurrence, this method was deemed as appropriate and efficient to 
answer the research questions that have been presented. As with any research method, 
administering a case study includes a few challenges and disadvantages such as subjective 
views easily being able to affect the observations made, lack of accuracy and not being 
provided with enough input to create a generalization (Yin, 2009). Being given the 
opportunity to observe and participate in the building development incubator, empirical data 
has been collected which has subsequently been used to analyze the process and has 
performed as a foundation for the discussion analysis. For the purpose of writing this thesis, 
I stayed in South Africa for a period of 10 weeks and functioning as the participant observer, 
my review of the BLC incubator project extended between the dates 20th of March until the 
28th of March and adding to that there were some additional post-incubator days that 
involved reflection meet-ups and activities relevant to this study. In total I was engaged with 
the process for two weeks and as for the rest of my visit I was occupied with projects related 
to the nature of my educational program and degree. My role in relation to the incubator was 
to mainly carry out the analysis and obtain notes during the incubator process as an 
observer, but because of my presence, I could also be used as an asset and was therefore 
on several occasions tasked with performing smaller practical assignments such as 
purchasing construction tools and materials from the nearby department store or assisting 
with smaller financial calculations. During the incubator process, I would frequently interact 
with the incubator participants, both the facilitators and informal builders, without interrupting 
the progress as they were informed and well-aware of my intentions. 

 

A specific disadvantage that most likely has an immense impact on the result and analysis 
of this dissertation is me, the observant, not being present throughout the whole process. 
Not being able to observe and participate in the initial planning phase and furthermore only 
attending the final phase of the incubator does create a negative impact on the conclusions. 
This has been complemented by gathering as much information as possible from the 
organizers and participants to receive a broader understanding of the events that took place 
before my arrival. It is furthermore critical to mention that the observations made are to a 
certain extent influenced by the investigators subjective views and perceptions which 
naturally influences the outcome. 
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In the study following procedures have been applied: 

 

1) Reviewing a range of articles and reports focusing on co-production and 
communicative planning written by among others Vanessa Watson and Patsy 
Healey. 

 
2) Designing and outlining suitable and rational research questions 

considering the given timeframe 
 

3) Participatory observing the work of a non-profit organization, the Craft and 
Design Institute, in which they have initiated a building development incubator 
in Cape Town, managed by the Better Living Challenge, based on co-
productive planning. Assessing their chosen techniques when working with 
participatory projects while 

 
Theory framework 
 
Co-production 
Co-production is a wide concept used in urban development theory in which the term 
implicates a communicative form of spatial planning where planners and citizens mutually 
interact in the planning process. Compared to the traditional practice of urban planning this 
method embraces civil society’s role in spatial development as far more substantial and 
central as it also intends in contributing to a further democratic urban planning process. 

 

Vanessa Watson who is a Professor of City planning at the University of Cape Town implies 
that a unique definition of the term co-production is non-existent, instead this approach in 
urban planning theory consists of various interpretations and thinking based on a variety of 
regional assumptions and conditions created by academics. (Watson, 2013). It was mainly 
created upon presumptions of the northern construction of society regarding the relationship 
amid state and civil society. In these circumstances Watson refers to the global North as 
those regions distinguished by a certain type of liberal democracy and more advanced 
economical structure. She argues that as the theory of communicative planning expands 
and reaches different regions of the world, the outcome is that the reinforcing framework of 
the theory loses its relevance. Instead Watson advocates for an altered and more adapted 
methodology to planning in the global South which includes a co-productive form of planning 
that has locals within a community, together with NGOs, set up and design spatial 
development projects and thereafter reach out to the state to engage in governance 
partnership. This is a potential solution in resolving the complex issue within the notion of 
participatory planning and involving citizens from various groups of society. Different forms 
of planning with a co-creative core seen through the lens of developing countries may also 
help widen the definition of this approach and assist in creating a globally relevant theory 
(Watson, 2009). 

 
For participatory planning to be sufficient on a larger scale, it is beneficial to evaluate certain 
prior strategies based on co-creative developments to subsequently identify profitable 
aspects of these processes along with the issues and challenges that emerged along the 
road. (Watson, 2013) 

 
As Mitlin argues (2008), co-production can potentially be used as a political force in which 
certain groups in society and groups operating in the field of social movement can get 
neglected needs and conditions noticed by local government associations to further plan and 
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develop improvements. This is a method that simply put can bring great advantages to 
communities with large poor population. 
Strong institutions are needed and conscious citizens to defend these in order to create a 
secure foundation for co-productive planning. In cases where there is lack of awareness 
regarding individual contribution there should be some form of supporting system which 
encourages citizens to engage in urban development processes. 

 
Years of colonialism has created a suspicion and disbelief toward governmental institutions 
and a demoralized relationship between state and civil society which is still very present 
today. This has naturally affected policy-making and the already complex process of spatial 
strategy planning since these practices are constructed upon a structure of power. These are 
essential historical occurrences and bearing social elements which must be considered in the 
practice of co-productive planning and overall urban development so it may maintain 
efficiency in practice.  

 
Power is an underlying element included in the society structure. That same element is also 
very present in the field of spatial planning and represents an influencing role. The co- 
production theory relies upon the assumptions of a power structure in which the state and 
society possesses a balanced bond which raises questions like whether planning with co- 
production as its core can be practically applied on all regions in the world, specially 
regarding the global South. Mitlin (2013) implies that community-initiated projects involving 
co-production can help put pressure on the already existing power dynamics between state 
and society on the behalf of civil groups. 
 
Another noteworthy point added by Albrecht (2013), who indicates that more planning modes are 
needed besides than the conventional urban and spatial planning methods and that co-productive 
planning could influence a change.  
 

 
Informal settlements - A global urban phenomenon 
When a considerable amount of migrants and rural dwellers relocate from the countryside, 
villages and smaller towns hoping to encounter new opportunities that will provide a better 
quality life, temporary settlements and clusters are developed as a result. Consequently, 
many households lack decent access to fundamental human services like water, safety, jobs, 
education and sanitation. (WPI, 2019)  

 

According to a submission drafted by the Socio-Economic Rights Institute of South Africa 

(SERI) on “Adequate housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living”, 

informal settlements generally incorporate one or more of the these attributes: 

 
• ”Illegality and informality” 
• “Controlled and limited financial investment, regardless if it is 

corporate or governmental” 
• ”Poverty and vulnerability” 
• ”Social stress” 

 
 

Informal settlements are known to usually be unplanned and severely lack infrastructure and 
general structuring. The residences are mostly built using accessible, low-cost material of 
poor quality being unprocessed wood, cardboard or plastic It is reported that in 2011 there 
was an estimated 2.9 - 3.6 million South African people living in informal settlements (SERI, 
2018). And as the informal settlements continue to expand uncontrollably there seems to be 
a need to find and manage sustainable solutions.  
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In a partnership between the non-profit organizations Ndifuna Ukwazi and OpenUp, social 
movement SJC and the International Budget Partnership an informal settlement map was 
constructed with the help of datasets collected from the City of Cape Town. The map 
illustrates 437 informal settlements in Cape Town with an estimated 146 000 households 
whereas only 204 of the identified settlements are acknowledged as permanent. (ismaps, 
2016) 

 
In spite of the many complications and difficulties informal settlements deal with, these 
communities are dynamic and diverse with residents striving for a better quality of life and 
safe environment. 

 
 
 

 

Figure 2: Khayelitsha, the largest township located in Cape Town (Daily Maverick, 2017) 

 

 
Approaches to unfolding a complex and deep challenge in urban 
housing governance  
South Africa’s long history of spatial inequality, forced segregation and discriminatory housing  
policies due to the apartheid system has created consequences that continue to affect the 
country’s black and colored population. This matter has created pressuring challenges concerning 
housing as it was reported in 2017 that 345 000 out of Cape Town’s 1.2 million households are 
awaiting upgraded housing. (Kiefer K., Ranganathan M. 2018) 

 

Seeing that the country is still recovering from the consequences of a post-apartheid 
political government, colonialism and spatial planning affected by racial inequality, the 
government established in 1994 a legislative housing strategy including a subsidized 
housing program and policies. The purpose of the governed housing program is to 
provide poor and low- income groups in society, also referred to as beneficiaries, with 
housing and as a result create a more inclusive and equal spatial development in the 
long-term. 
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As much as the housing program has been applicable and profitable to some extent, its 
implementation has continuously been encountered with multiple complexities that 
counteract an entirely beneficial outcome and equal housing. In the submission by SERI it is 
implied that the unsuccessful implementation is primarily based on deficient planning, lack of 
ability, incomplete evaluation and follow up and lack of political determination. The 
repercussion of this partially failed implementation are harshly experienced in informal 
settlements as the informal residents endure the disadvantages of housing shortage and 
impoverished living conditions (SERI, 2018). 
 
As a reaction to the elongated waiting list for upgraded housing, another approach surfaced 
that would attempt in improving the lives of low-income families and the communities 
characterized by socio-economic challenges, poor access to basic services, and low quality 
dwellings such as backyard shacks.  Reblocking, described as an “in situ” progressive slum 
upgrading, includes the restructuring of a settlement’s spatial arrangements while 
simultaneously putting improved housing in place. In several reblocking projects, the 
regional and local government together with the community and various NGO’s/ grassroots 
organizations/planners all participate and bring a variety of valuable knowledge to the table. 
This approach was practically initiated in the country by the South African Slum/Shack 
Dwellers International Alliance (SDI) and by rearranging the current informal settlements 
there is access allowed to better mobility by creating structured space.  
 
The profits of reblocking as Kiefer and Ranganathan (2018) points out is creating improved 
mobility and orientation as the layout of the informal settlement is physically rearranged. 
Another great advantage is that through the process of reblocking, a venue for learning and 
exchanging insights is created which produces knowledge for those actors involved. 
Furthermore, Kiefer and Ranganathan argue that reblocking may also improve the 
relationship between state and civil society as well as reinforcing the role residents occupy 
in their community, this substantially relying on the process bringing positive outcome. 
Reorganizing informal settlements can also result in improving the quality of life for low-
income families and households by implanting basic services that were previously not 
present and creating social unity. Although its many benefits, the disadvantages and 
weaknesses that comes with reblocking must be mentioned.  It might serve as a profitable 
short term urban planning method but in the course of time helps to uphold socio-economic 
challenged communities and the, process doesn’t contribute in creating an inclusive and 
equal urban environment since it doesn’t. As Kiefer and Ranganathan states, reblocking is 
significantly more beneficial and easier to integrate in communities with resilient leaders and 
solidarity versus in communities with violent tendencies.  While reviewing reblocking 
processes that had been carried out by various communities specifically in Cape Town, the 
authors observed that the proceedings lacked consensus therefor making it less genuine 
and authentic. It can also not be assumed that reblocking can be implemented identically in 
every community or settlement, there will be a need for contextual planning.  
 
Resettlement is another approach where residents are relocated to a temporary site while 
their settlement is being upgraded through demolition and new dwellings are constructed. 
However the substantial harm that affects the residents is that they might be stripped off 
their social life and severely interfere with their daily life regarding jobs and transportation. 
Many times the temporary relocation site might be at a far distant from the settlement, this 
was the issue in 2009 when dwellers living in the capetonian community Joe Slovo were 
appointed to transfer to a temporary site twenty kilometers away and proceeded to initiate a 
juridical process as a result of their disapproval. (Kiefer K., Ranganathan M. 2018) 

 
Many people that have been encountered with during this journey in South Africa seem to 
suffer from frustration, anger and disappointment as they feel like their needs have been 
neglected and countless promises of adequate housing have been left unfulfilled. They 
express that they no longer feel as they can rely on the state with issues concerning 
housing. In the outskirts of Cape Town it is visually apparent that inadequate housing 
governance and approaches has led to citizens taking the matter in to their own hands 
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and there seems to be a need for new urgent and efficient approaches that addresses 
spatial inequality and urban informality.  Introducing some of the housing strategies and 
upgrading methods that have been conducted in this section is meaningful ass the BLC 
incubator project that has been reviewed in this thesis has been described by all parts as 
an approach to improve the housing conditions in many capetonian informal settlements.  

 
The Craft and Design Institute 
The Craft and design institute, also referred to as CDI and founded in 2001, is a South 
African non-profitable agency operating within the craft and design development sector with 
the ambition to assist creative entrepreneurs and designers in improving their businesses, 
marketing skills and general competence. The services that CDI offers is based on three 
fundamental programs which include: 

 
• Product support 

• Business support 
• Market support 

 
The product support is meant to provide a space for creatives where they can improve their 
ideas and products whether it is are already in existence or undeveloped. In the business 
support service, designers and producers of craft can sustain guidance in how “to develop 
skills in creativity, business and production management, and marketing” and the last 
program, market support, offers navigation in outlining the desired marketplace and also 
approaching it in the most fitting and valuable way. 

 
In 2012, CDI worked in alliance with the Western Cape Government Department of 
Economic Development and Tourism, DEDAT, to establish and form a Design strategy 
directed to promote and encourage innovation and creativity within the Western Cape 
province. CDI states that the Design strategy consists of four main components: 

1. “Design ready businesses” 
2. “Business ready design practitioners” 
3. “Design in the public sector” 
4. “Involved citizens” 

 
CDI was then appointed to further integrate and introduce the Design strategy in numerous 
approaches and The Better Living Challenge and the building incubator which was 
reviewed in this study is consequently a result of this strategy. (The Craft and Design 
Institute, 2019)  

 

Better Living Challenge 
As mentioned above, the Better Living Challenge is a direct outcome and implementation of 
the Design strategy composed by CDI and DEDAT and a five-year long program intended to 
encourage and forward creative methods and ways to help improve and upgrade the quality 
of life and housing in low-income communities and informal settlements. 

 
The methodology of the program is focused on continuously gaining knowledge while 
simultaneously finding and assessing methods and services that can improve the informal 
housing sector as problem-solving by using design and end-users are at core. The BLC is 
funded by DEDAT and the Western Cape Department of Human Settlements (DoHS) and up 
until now, the project has included two extensive phases whereas BLC1 was initiated in 2014 
and finalized in 2016 and the second phase being BLC2 which began in 2016 and is planned 
to end this year. 

 
The BLC2 phase, in which the building development incubator that was observed and 
studied in this thesis is a part of, is based on a “cooperative model approach, collaboration 
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and participation”. It is furthermore characterized by design-thinking, co-creative procedures 
and putting important effort in understanding end-users and their requirements. To manage 
this approach, engaging and collaborating with stakeholders within various sectors is of 
importance. The main aim of the BLC2 is to stimulate improvement and spatial development 
in informal settlements located in the Western Cape by generating and increasing knowledge 
and co-developing solutions. Achieving this requires a comprehensive understanding and 
mapping of the end-users which is why a long period of time was devoted to researching to 
recognize the needs and challenges of informal settlement residents and how the informal 
housing sector operates. This was done through various workshops, programs, labs and 
hackathons amongst others. (Better Living Challenge, 2019) 

 

Better Living Challenge incubator 
The Better Living Challenge Incubator is a project integrated within the phase BLC2 in which 
15 informal and small-scale builders were given the opportunity to develop and improve their 
building, financial and marketing skills during two intense weeks in the city of Cape Town 
March 2019. 

The fundamental, short-term aim of this incubator was for the participants to further develop 
their local business production with structures and dwellings that are sustainable, cost 
effective, safe and constructed with quality, this considering that the current dwellings are 
primarily built with flammable and low-cost material of poor quality. The process is intended 
to empower communities on a local level by providing them skills and knowledge to improve 
the quality of lives in informal settlements. As a long-term aim, the process is intended to 
encourage a systemic change and stimulate an equal and including urban informal land 
development. The incubator, as previously mentioned, was design and managed by the Better 
Living Challenge which is an initiative founded by the Craft and Design Institute and funded 
by the Western Cape Department of Human Settlements (DoHS) as well as the Western Cape 
Department of Economic Development and Tourism (DEDAT). 

 
Besides improving the participants building and business skills, the incubator also functioned 
as a platform to establish long-term relationships between the builders, innovators and 
entrepreneurs operational in the informal housing and constructing sector. One of the 
intentions here was to create a network that can benefit the builders even after the incubator 
has been completed. 

 

From my point of view, the incubator applied an important focus on: 
 
 

Collaborative 
learning 

•Gaining knowledge 
and finding 

solutions together 

•Participants 
working in teams 

Personal 
development 

• Each participant 
evaluating their 
indiviudal needs and 
ambitions 

• Setting personal goals 

Mentorship 

• Several industry experts 
assisting as mentors , 
contributing with 
knowledge and support 
to the participants 

Sustainability 

• Cost-effiency and 
budgeting 

• Using recycled material 

• Learing and intergrating 
modern and suistanable 
construction methods 

Quality and comfort 

• Improved thermal 
functions 

• Improved isolation 

• Safety which included 
using flame-retardant 
and resilient building 
materials 
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The participants not only received coaching upon building and technical competence but 
were also given guidance on how to manage their businesses which included financial 
administration and marketing skills. To progress on a personal level, all the builders were 
trained in various techniques and methods to stimulate personal growth which is intended to 
encourage and strengthen their role as businessmen as they were able to define their own 
goals and needs. 

 
The final days of the two intensive and concentrated weeks were concluded with the builders 
being divided in three teams where each cluster were assigned to plan, design and construct 
a structure in which the main purpose was for the builder to implement their improved skills 
and abilities practically. This practical phase ended with a showcasing of the structures on 

the 28th of March where the Western Cape Government, CDI and various academics were 
amongst the attendees. 

 

 

Implementation of the BLC incubator 
Stakeholder analysis 

 

 

 

 
The predominantly mentioned, reoccurring and relevant two facilitators of the BLC incubator 
in this thesis is: 

- Facilitator Olwethu Jack who also took the role of being my mentor during my 
stay in Cape Town 

- Facilitator Erica Elk also executive director at CDI and BLC project manager 
 
 

Incubator framework 
As a participant observer, I could observe and record minutes (notes) during the time I was 
present. I only begun my participation on the 20th of March 2019 and as the incubator was 
practically implemented on the 9th of March, I was not able to observe the occurred events 
before my arrival. Other than observing in silence, I was also allowed to engage within the 
process, expressing my reflections, asking questions and whenever needed I provided my 
support and assistance in various tasks and assignments given to me. My semi-active role 
in the incubator is further explained in the methodology section above.  
 
To find suitable participants for the incubator, interviews with several informal builders were 
conducted. In this phase, it was important to gain insight on the builders’ personal character, 
their ambitions and how they operate their businesses. The collected data was then used by 

Initiator 

 

•Craft and Design 
Institute 

 
•Better Living 

Challenge 

Funders 

 

•Western Cape 
Department of 
Human 
Settlements 
(DOHS) 

•Western Cape 
Department of 
Economic 
Development 
and Tourism 
(DEDAT) 

Planners and 
organizers 

 
•Better Living 

Challenge 

•ARUP 

•Development 
Action Group 

•iKhayalami 

•UBU 

•PovertyStopLight 
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BLC to design four identified typical personas. As these four diverse profiles are fictional and 
based on conclusions made from observations the purpose was to create a better 
understanding of the needs and development targets amongst builders working in the 
informal sector. The interview process was well documented, but not by the same facilitator, 
and collected. By conducting these interviews, it was acquired that most builders operating in 
the informal housing sector are self-taught, more practical than theoretical and that the best 
way for them to learn is through the mother tongue. The four general personas created by 
BLC are illustrated below. 
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As a pre-incubator, BLC initially arranged a boardroom for the interviews and scheduled nine 
interviews to which three interviewers were present. In a conversation with Jack, he 
suggested that this most likely is an outcome from many of the builders’ unfamiliarity with 
professionalism and formal settings. He also believes the poor attendance level is caused by 
a lack of trust and understanding of the incubator’s intention. This resulted in a different 
approach towards finding participants and gathering information. Instead the facilitators 
made visits to a few townships and informal settlements aiming to engage and encounter 
with builders in a more informal approach. This tactic also produced suspicion and 
uncertainty but proved to be better and more efficient than the original one and resulted in 
assigning 15 participants for the incubator. 

 

Considering the incubator would restrain the builders’ possibility to labor and because of this 
decrease their daily earnings, it was decided that the participants would be provided with 
lunch, refreshments and transport money every scheduled day during the process. The 
builders were also supplied with working apparel such as trousers, t-shirts, jackets, shoes 
and helmets that were labelled with the Better Living Challenge logo. They all had access to 
private lockers where they could store their personal belongings. 

 
The permanent location for the BLC incubator was The Building Centre situated in the 
Northgate Estate and close to the city center. The Building Centre functions as a permanent 
exhibition platform that features prototypes, materials and products related to constructing, 
building and renovating and accommodates a boardroom, event area and café. Jack 
explains that choosing The Building Centre as an incubator venue was a key decision as it 
served as a neutral platform and that running the process in one of the townships would most 
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likely have initiated conflict and dispute as individuals or groups not a part of the incubator 
would disturb the process due to frustration and feelings of exclusion. 

 
 

 

Figure 3: The Building Centre 
 

The incubator as mentioned earlier, officially commenced on the 9th of March 2019 and 
consisted of two weeks, and focused mainly on theoretical knowledge with a mentorship 
programmed which was then followed by six days of planning, designing and building 
structures in teams with the purpose of combining and implementing the learnings practically 
and showcasing the outcome to the Western Cape Government and academics. In this 
practical stage that started 22nd of March, it was essential that the builders understood how 
to connect structures because that is exactly what a dwelling is made up of. Even though the 
initial plan-program only included three days of implementing skills, this segment was 
extended with three additional days largely due to poor planning and lack of time thus 
making it six planning days as mentioned. 

 
The theoretical lectures provided learning and developed knowledge on business 
development, personal development and practical build and design skills from industry 
experts and representatives from various sectors. All lectures were managed in The Building 
Centre’s facilities 

 
Daily check-in and check-outs documented by using a recorder were facilitated to gather 
reflections and valuable insight from both organizers and participants. 

 
As scheduled, the three structures created by the participant builders with the support from 
mentors and BLC facilitators were showcased to range of attendees on the 28th of March 
2019 and attracted approximately 60 visitors from various sectors and backgrounds. 
Amongst the invitees were representatives from the Western Cape Department of Human 
Settlements and other officials, Better Living Challenge staff members, practitioners, 
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academics from the University of Cape Town, mentors and facilitators that had contributed to 
the program and seemingly the participant informal builders. 

 

The exhibit, which followed outstanding success and amazement, firstly begun with a 
roundabout of the structures where Jack and the builders presented and described each 
structure, their intention, materials that were used and costs. It was followed by a speech 
held by Elk where she highlighted that this day was solely about the 15 participants and their 
commitment to pursue the incubator, which she adds is unusual in participatory projects, 
especially in pilot projects like this one. She justifies that this can be explained by the fact 
that great effort was put in to the recruitment process and moreover, there’s an immense 
demand and outcry for these kinds of approaches. As she hopes this incubator will spark a 
fire and result in further stakeholders engaging she also asks the audience to reflect on how 
“underground builders” can collect improved skills to continue building and developing 
housing units. Elk completed her speech by giving thanks to The Building Centre providing 
the incubator with a board room, facilities and a platform. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4: A roundabout, demonstrating one of the structures to attendees of the showcase held on the 28th 

of March 
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The showcasing was continued with additional speeches held by the owner of The Building 
Centre who thanked the 15 builders and Jack who invited some of the builders to stand next 
to himself during his speech and enquired them to explain to the audience the difference 
between the methods and skills they were previously used to and the learnings they have 
obtained from incubator. A lengthy and inspirational addressing was given by the Minister of 
Human Settlement, Bonginkosi Madikizela who spoke on the development of informal 
settlements, investing in infrastructure and the importance of supporting innovative solutions 
and collaborative learning. Madikizela then proceeded to give every incubator participant a 
certificate of completion for engaging in the BLC incubator. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Figure 5: Owner of The Building Centre, facilitator Erica Elk, facilitator Olwethu Jack, Minister of 

Human Settlements and one of the incubator participants 
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Benefits and positive outcomes 

High attendance and commitment 

Like BLC facilitators and mentors have highlighted, the attendance and commitment amongst 
most participants was on a high level which helped reinforced a consistent incubator 
process. 

 
Location 

As previously mentioned, choosing The Building Centre as a venue for the incubator, 
provided neutrality to the process and prevented conflicts and unfavorable confrontations 
from locals to occur. And as for BLC collaborating with The Building Centre, worked as a 
beneficial engagement for both parts since the centre gained exposure and acknowledgment 
both during the incubator and its after-effects. 

 
 

Created long-term relationships 

The incubator emerged in establishing long-term and steady professional relationships 
between participants and entrepreneurs, suppliers and innovators. The interactions made 
and network created during the incubator will benefit the builders and their business 
management in the future and provides new possibilities when operating construction 
projects. 

 
 
 

 

 

 
Great response from Western Cape Government 
The two-week long incubator followed impressive feedback from the Western Cape 
Government and particularly the Minister of Human Settlements. This positive 
acknowledgment led to the governance seemingly wanting to further develop the incubator 
and provide more financial funding and resources needed which is a monumental success 
both personally for the participants but also on a regional scale as this means other informal 
builders will receive the same opportunities in a hopefully improved incubator. 

 
Overall good layout 
Although both participant and organizers agreed that the incubator could benefit from some 
improvements in the future, participants appeared to overall be pleased with the structure of 
the incubator consisting of relevant theoretical lectures and various development 
possibilities. 

 
Flexibility 

Considering the altered timeframe of the incubator and changes made during the process 
still resulting in a successful showcase on the 28th, the incubator was seemingly responsive 
to flexibility and last minute adjustments. While the delays still caused other implications, 
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which will be discussed in the next chapter, alterations in the process were made possible 
thanks to communicating and cooperation. 

 
Facilitator: Olwethu Jack 

One of the key elements contributing to the implementation and following success of the BLC 
incubator is the continuous support and commitment of mentor and facilitator Olwethu Jack. 
During the process, I observed several behaviors and techniques Jack used to counteract 
power dynamics and inequality which I believe navigated the incubator towards a more 
efficient and inclusive path. 

 
As Jack constantly proved to value everyone’s inputs, opinions and reflections he also aimed 
to acquire a thoroughly transparent process and made it clear that feedback from all parts 
involved was crucial to further improve. Jack appears to create what could be described as 
personal relationships with the participants, strongly characterized by informality, 
comfortability and mutual respect which was in turn met by trust and commitment from the 
builders. 

 
Being humble, experienced on engaging in informality and locals, open-minded he manages 
to stay receptive to constructive criticism and always positive to feedback concerning his 
methods and facilitation. Something that I took notice of was that Jack was the only one of all 
facilitators and mentors wearing the same clothing attire as the builders. When I questioned 
him about this, wondering if it was a deliberate choice, the answer was indeed. Jack did this 
knowing that it might help counteract and soften the otherwise very authoritarian role he 
could easily impose which helps create a more equal power relationship between facilitator 
and participant. Jack knowing the Xhosa, which is also the home language of all participants, 
supported an easy-going and flowing incubator process. My analyzing is that all these 
qualities and behavioral patterns Jack displayed created a less tense and formal atmosphere 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Conflicts and frictions 
 
Throughout the incubator I was, as an observer, able to identify and examine various 
challenges that were encountered with. Some challenges influence the incubator process 
more than other, however all concerns are still significant to include in this chapter. 

 
Language barrier 

Most the participants were communicating in Xhosa, one of the eleven official languages in 
South Africa, and only a few knew the English language. Because of this, one of the English- 
speaking participants continuously had to act as a translator, specially during the theoretical 
sessions or whenever engaging with the facilitators or mentors as some of them also did not 
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speak Xhosa. One of the negative outcomes of this is the fact that a certain extent of 
valuable content will most likely be lost in translation. 

 

From a personal point of view, this circumstance created a disadvantage during the check- 
outs amongst the participants as I could not take part of some of the useful thoughts and 
reflections that emerged. I also wasn’t very keen on disturbing the check-out process and its 
flow for my own benefits. 

 
Power dynamics 

On the first of participating and observing, I’m told that one of the leading facilitators of the 
incubator with a considerable academic background, has, acted highly unprofessional and 
problematic with outbursts. This could be explained by the fact that this facilitator initially 
engaged in the incubator with a negative approach. Furthermore, the facilitator has operated 
with the mentality that they acquire a greater knowledge than anyone else involved in the 
incubator. They have multiple times commenced in conflicts with other facilitators and in 
connection with this issue it was mentioned that a behavioral manual might have been 
needed designed and aimed at the facilitators and mentors. One of the facilitator implies that 
the incubator process should be characterized by open and transparent communication, 
tolerance, respect and humbleness regardless of practical experience or academic 
background. 

 
During a talk show with the builders and invited organizations, it was apparent that this same, 
problematic facilitator used they’re power position and authority by limiting the builders’ 
opportunities to ask any questions that could otherwise benefit them. The facilitator also 
controlled the translator, telling him what he was permitted to translate to his Xhosa-speaking 
building colleagues. 

 

Many of the participants have been operating in the building sector for a long time and have 
years of experience, needless to say they feel comfortable using their ingrained constructing 
methods, building materials and skills, doing it the way they are used to. Altering and 
improving a certain type of behavior and routine that is set can bring difficulties as there 
seemingly forms a collision between the informal builders accustomed working methods and 
practical experience as well as the facilitator’s knowledge and expert help. The BLC needs 
develop a technique to communicate and engage with the participants in a way that is not 
going to offend or discredit them. The power dynamics here are creating challenges and 
ultimately it’s important to remember that there is one common goal for everyone and 
consensus is desirable. 

 
Another power dynamic that played a significant role during the incubator took place 
amongst the builders. The participants all share one common denominator which is all of 
them operating as small-scale, informal builders. Apart from that, they are in different age 
groups, come from various economic backgrounds, have varied amount of experience and 
operate contrarily. For them to now co-exist in the same space for two intense weeks and 
collaborate to find solutions instinctively creates dynamics in power. 

 
Tension due to performance requirement 

Tension created due to pressure on succeeding and delivering valuable results that will be 
approved by the funders. This might result in more effort and emphasis being put on the 
outcome than the actual procedure itself. 

 

Jack received criticism for imposing too much pressure on the participants and managing an 
unrealistic timeframe considering what is expected from the builders. Jack himself expresses 
that he wishes the builders could exit their comfort zones but with accomplishing successful 
results. To achieve this, he communicates with the builders on their views and asks them 
how much they would request in order to complete the expectations. As much as Jack wants 
to 
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act and plan reasonably he also feels as the pressure regarding performance is substantial 
as the outcomes of the incubator will be showcased to the Western Cape Government. 

 
Shortage of time 

The initially planned timeline failed being upheld and the consequences of this affected all 
parts involved. Disagreements emerged and in order to carry out the showcase on the 28th 

of March as scheduled, an extension of the timeframe was conceded eventually. 
 

Delays in the original timeframe can predominantly be held responsible by the facilitators as 
building materials arrived later than expected and furthermore that the planning of the 
timeframe could have been managed more thoroughly. 

 

According to Jack, the participants are experiencing difficulties with understanding what is 
expected of them considering the extended timeframe. This has generated confusion and 
uncertainty which at the end of the day results in lack of interest and commitment. The time 
pressure additionally has a damaging impact on the participants creative and innovative 
capabilities and is noticeably affecting their cooperation. 

 
Budget 

Another issue in this project is that it’s run on a limited budget and since the timeframe has 
been altered it has resulted in an increase of costs which creates a concern considering the 
limited finances. This had a negative impact on providing lunch and beverages for the 
participants on the extended days of the incubator since these dates were not included in the 
initial scheduling 
 

Implementing improved skills and methods 
The facilitators feel as the participants are not implementing the knowledge and skills they 
have been taught in the structures they’re creating. It seems like they’re still holding on to 
their pre-incubator methods and skills instead of using the one’s the project has contributed. 
The whole aim of the incubator was to improve their skills and for them to implement this and 
showcase their growth. This can be explained by the two-fold facts, one being that it is 
challenging to change the participant builders’ behavioral patterns and construction methods 
that are deeply rooted in the way they build structures. Secondly being the high expectations 
and pressure felt by the participants considering the short time-fram. Despite improving skills 
and implementing these being the main intention of the design and building development 
incubator, this issue most likely requires more time and patience than 

 

Contrasting aspirations 
A rather large complication is based on the facilitators putting great emphasis on the 
architectural thinking and constructing with quality in mind. On the other hand the 
participating builders are accustomed to inexpensive, low-quality and easy accessible 
construction methods that does not regard quality nor design and makes it very complex and 
challenging to set high architectural expectations on design. How can the facilitators both 
express their expectations and make sure they are fulfilled? 
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Post-incubator and follow up 
 
Reconstruction of the dwellings in a different context 
After the structures had been showcased on the 28th of March, they were donated to two of 
the employees at the building center, Mildred and Xholani. This required the participants 
having to take apart the structures, transferring them to their corresponding locations and 
then constructing the dwellings once again. The big difference this time was that the builders 
had to challenge contextualization and take current conditions into consideration. For 
example, they had to reflect on soil condition and limited spatial space which required 
planning and teamwork. This is something they did not have to think about during the 
incubator since the dwellings were being constructed at the building center. 
The proceeding project for Mildred in Khayleshita created a vast impact since the structure 
was being constructed right by the road and a lot of people were stopping by, asking 
questions and wanting to know more. Seemingly they were impressed with the constructions 
and materials being used to which they showed great interest. It was particularly exciting 
seeing other informal builders displaying curiosity about the structures and engaging in 
conversations regarding use of methods and building materials, wanting to know more about 
the incubator. 

 

Figure 6: Some of the builders moving the one of the dwelling structures to site in Khayelitsha for Mildred 
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Assessment meeting 
Following the tremendous success and endorsement from the Western Cape Government, 
the organizers and funders are very keen on further developing and iterating the incubator in 
a new cycle. To gain valuable input and views from the participants, a reflection meetup was 

organized with the builders on the 17th of April where the agenda included: 
 

1) Reflections on the incubator process - Advantages, disadvantages, 
complications and future improvements 

2) Way forward 
3) Future projects 

 
For the meeting 12 of the 15 project participants were present, aswell as Erica Elk, Olwethu 
Jack and not previously mentioned Wesley Diphoko (BLC facilitator) and Avril Edwards 

(BLC mentor). 

 
The beginning of the meeting had a tense atmosphere surrounding the boardroom which 
could possibly be explained by the formal venue in which the meeting was being held in. As 
some of the individuals, including myself, present in the boardroom cannot comprehend 
Xhosa, Jack operated as a translator and commenced the meeting with introducing the 
agenda to the attendants and then proceeded to let the builders directly discuss any 
reflections they might want to share. One builder states that he strongly feels that the 
incubator has changed the way he is going to be working with clients in the future and that 
participating in the incubator has highlighted the amount of resources he has in his 
environment. Furthermore, it has also created new connections and relationships with 
enterprises, innovators and suppliers within the building industry which he will directly benefit 
from. 

 
Another informal builder, Bonga, feels very positive about the incubator in general as he feels 
that it has created opportunities for him as a businessman and truly served as an eye- 
opener. He highlights that receiving the certificate have opened new possibilities for him and 
now makes him appear more legitimate in the market. 

 
A third project participant describes that the incubator thought him how to work in groups, 
cooperate with others and processing the struggles this sometimes can bring. He also 
developed a deeper understanding of the constructing process and its mechanisms. Another 
builder adds that he believes he learned a lot and highly appreciates the layout of the 
process. As constructive criticism, he argues that for the next incubator, there should better 
planning regarding time frame and more emphasis put on the importance of time. 

 
It was also of importance to discuss what made them uncomfortable during the process 

and/or what would they like to change about the incubator. The builders all suggested better 

planning and implementation for the next incubator because they sense that it would give the 
process more quality as it reduces stress and frustration. One participant points out that the 
program occasionally could be very overwhelming. From sitting in a formal boardroom all 
morning listening to lectures to then in the afternoon becoming practical with a screw and drill 
when the informal builders usually construct by using a hammer and nail. They seem to all 
agree on that too much time was spent in the boardroom and feel as they would have 
needed more practical examples. Regardless of this, they underline that it was still beneficial 
and useful to have the theoretical morning sessions, but it created difficulties to adjust to this 
kind of environment which they have not previously been exposed to. Because time pressure 
appeared as an significant challenge during the process, Jack asks the participants how long 
they would propose the next incubator to proceed and most of them seem to recommend a 
timeframe of around 6-9 weeks. It is worth mentioning that all attendees felt as a nine-week 
long incubator would not include a daily presence and that in this case, it would be favorable 
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to for example attend the incubator intensely for one week to then be on leave the following 
week. 

 

One builder points out that getting more time to learn deeply about the building products that 
were used in the process would be useful. Throughout the incubator they felt as they were 
only briefly introduced to new material, which wasn’t enough, especially if the builders wish to 
use these materials for their personal businesses. For the next cycle, it would be supportive 
to have access to a manual/introduction booklet that explains how to use the incubator toolkit 
since all participants are not familiar with the modern tools and instruments included in the 
toolkit. 

 
Some of the builders indicate that the organizers and planners should create a better 
understanding of the aim of this incubator and how and why it has a financial impact on the 
participant’s business. They felt as the purpose being slightly vague which could easily result 
in lack of dedication and interest from the participants’ perspective. An additional viewpoint 
that was brought up concerned the participating mentors and that they should comprehend a 
deeper understanding of the incubator and all its components, everyone seemed to agree 
that it appeared as if the mentors were predominantly competent in their own field of 
expertise which created implications throughout the process. 

 
When discussing the next topic on the agenda, follow up, Elk indicates that when the 
incubator was being planned and designed, it was supposed to be completely finalized after 
the showcasing. Nonetheless she feels as the journey hasn’t ended and as a result of the 
participants’ commitment to this project, CDI will continue to support the builders on an 
ongoing base. This will include six months of continuous cooperation and communication as 
well as organized meetings held once a month. 

 
There seems to be two projects in which the builders could engage in for the time being: 

• Completing Mildred's structure in Khayelitsha 
• The building center are requesting to have a recycle center built 

 

Elk points out the fact that not all 15 builders will be able to work on every single project all 
together and that there needs to be an open and continuous dialogue on the following steps. 
Erica highlights that there might not be an enormous amount of opportunities regarding 
future projects for the builders so that they don’t expect too much which later could result in 
disappointment and distrust, but that the board will attempt in identifying suitable future 
projects. There will be a project board which Jack will facilitate and manage. He will decide 
which builders work in what projects and the support they will need. It is stated that the 
builders must continue to represent BLC when working in these projects. 

 
There’s still an unsolved issue about the current toolboxes and the individual toolboxes which 
the builders previously requested for. The propose from CDI is to use the two current tool 
boxes as a resource that the builders can borrow when needed in their own projects, but 
there seems to exist confusion regarding how this would work practically and how the 
builders feel about it, what happens if anyone damages the tools. It is discussed whether 
there should be a leasing system where the builders pay a certain amount including deposit. 
Jack proposes that the builders discuss pricing and rate the tools, thereafter they can all 
come to an agreement. 

 
Elk concludes the meeting by saying that the incubator has been useful for all parts involved. 
She tells the builders that CDI are currently communicating with the government and 
Western Cape Department of Human Settlements on taking the incubator forward and 
proceeds to say they seem very optimistic and enthusiastic about these builders being able 
to improve the quality of lives and living conditions in their local informal settlements and 
townships. 
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Identified focus development 

In this chapter, ten identified focus areas are presented that should to be taken in to 
consideration when iterating, planning and implementing a second incubator. These 
are all based on the observations made during the pilot BLC incubator 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Communication/open 
dialoge 

2. Sufficient planning 

3. Time 

 
6. Awareness of power 

dynamics 

•Expressing the values and benefits of 
the incubator to the participants and 
explaining that the incubator process is 
not intended to manipulate or overrule 
their identity and profession but 
instead improve and empower their 
abilities. 

• Better communication will prevent 
confusion and lack of understanding 

• A more thought-out and well-planned 
program where all actors of the 
process are apart (including the 
participatory builders) will highly 
benefit future incubators and further 
improve the efficiency. 

• A sufficient planning also supports 
consensus in the incubator and 
contributes clarity amongst all 
partakers of the procedure. 

• If more emphasis is to be 
put on planning, then time 
and resources to do so is 
essential. To achieve better 
outcomes from the 
incubator the participants 
must also be allowed 
adequate time to assimilate 
their new knowledge and 
skills. 

The more financial 
support the incubator 
gets the better planning 
and execution gets.  

4. More finacial aid 

As the incubator gathers 
many different participants 

with various knowledge, 
skills and expertise, there 

must be patience and 
mutual respect in order to 
collaborate and improve. 

 
5. Patience 

• Giving the participants space 
to define themselves and 
setting their own individual 
improvement. 

• Working and growing 
together as all the actors 
essentially are a part of the 
process. 
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Honesty and clear 
communication leads to 

bigger chances of 
improvement but this also 
means that all participants 

must be critical of 
themselves and the 

process 

 
7. Transparency 

• Preferably by one and not 
several facilitators 

• As mentioned in the sixth focus 
development, it is critical to give 
participants space to define themselves and 
this will ultimately result in each and every 
incubator session being different and facing 
new challenges. The incubator, as it’s been 
presented in the implementation chapter, 
did allow a certain degree of flexibility since 
it was extended beyond the initial planning. 
But since the extended period did provoke 
issues regarding budget and caused 
frustration and tension, being more 
adaptable and prepared for changes in the 
content of future incubators would be 
valuable. 

• There shouldn’t be a standard procedure or 
form that determines the complete process. 
Therefore, each incubator needs to be 
contextualized in the interest of efficiency 
and success which requires flexibility from 
the BLC staff and facilitators. 

The first development point 
mentions communication, 

but without 
comprehension, 

communication loses its 
value and the two must co-

exist in this process to 
decrease tension and poor 

planning.  

10 Comprehension 

 
8. Consistent reflection and 

follow-up 

9. Flexibility 
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Discussion analysis 
In this final chapter, the incubator’s process and outcomes is to be further analyzed through a co-
productive perspective in order to conclude whether the incubator can be labelled as a practical co-
productive planning mode. Here, both positive and contradictory viewpoints are applied to achieve a fair 
and realistic conclusion. To connect the theory of co-production to the BLC incubator, articles written by 
experts such as Vanessa Watson and Diana Mitlin have been related combined with relevant insights 
obtained through observations, reflections and dialogues I have engaged in during my stay in Cape 
Town. 

 
To begin with, throughout the incubator process it was understood that the facilitators and stakeholders 
thought of it as a co-creative and collaborative process where ideas and knowledge were constantly 
shared and a certain mutual respect between organizers and participants existed. The daily check-ins 
and check-outs provided a good platform to frequently improve the process where feedback and 
reflections were shared and could be taken in to consideration 

 
Watson in her article Co-production and collaboration in planning – The difference (2014) refers to 
Ostroms early definitions of co-production stating that according to the her, this form of planning 
includes state-society engagement characterized by being complementary: the communities provide 
local knowledge of development needs and time and the state assessing expert knowledge and capitals 
in different forms. Watson continues to further in to the publication describe what might outline co-
productive processes and why they emerge as a method in urban development. Here she argues that 
one of the aims of co-productive planning and practice is for the state and community level to engage 
for the intentions of improving the living conditions of groups in society, many times being the poor or 
acutely vulnerable communities and adds that these kinds of co-productive initiatives in many cases 
strive to result in urban equality and sustainability. Watson implies that most cases of co-production 
don’t practice extreme or uncompromising methods to initiate development but in its place, integrate 
“incremental” and collective knowledge- sharing as a common ground to achieve improvement for 
certain local communities or land. The word incremental is exactly the one BLC applied when describing 
the incubator’s aim: “The overarching intention is to facilitate learnings around the building and 
incremental upgrading process to ultimately improve the comfort and quality of lives of people living in 
informal settlements.”   

 
She describes that historically, a need and demand to implement co-productive planning have emerged 
in contexts where an efficient or state-based approach in regards to urban development and spatial 
planning have been inadequate or even absent due to, for example, colonialism and as mentioned in 
the beginning of thesis, new approaches to sustain an inclusive and equal urban development are 
required since the state-initiated housing program has not been sufficient enough and South Africa, as 
generally well-known, still suffers from post-apartheid, racially unequal spatial consequences. Hence 
based on this, the incubator fits in the description of an alternative, co-productive approach stemming 
from the desperate need to intervene with the country’s, and in this case, region’s insufficient spatial 
development plan. (Watson, 2014).  
 
To relate to the theory framework, the incubator can be defined as an informal settlement upgrading 
approach, just like reblocking that is mentioned there. But as the incubator continues to contribute with 
upgraded and more sustainable shacks, it does not help to dismantle or eradicate informal settlements 
and so forth promotes the expansion of shack dwellings. Being a government financed project, it can be 
argued that the state is upholding and encouraging the building of shack dwellings through the 
incubator even though the South African government aims to eradicate informal settlements, which itself 
creates a contradiction that surely is questionable and met with criticism. Just as the reblocking 
process, the BLC incubator does not prevent the maintaining of slums and inequitable spatial 
distribution. Despite this, I would argue that the state is proceeding realistically and taking into 
consideration that informal settlements will continue to expand regardless of the state’s approval or not. 
It seems as the state is embracing an incremental and more systematic approach that deals with the 
challenges in informal settlements from the inside rather than going with a counterattacking and direct 
approach. Continuing this critical point of view, a future adjustment that could be made is to have the 
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participants learn how to build electrified homes instead of quality shacks, a change that would make 
the incubator more sustainable in the long-term.  

 
Referencing yet again to Albrecht (2013) that suggests there is a need for alterative urban planning 
approaches linked to co-productive planning. I’d like to add that in the context of informal settlements 
the BLC design and building incubator, being the first of its kind, is a particularly new and fresh 
approach, defying the means of spatial planning that planners and practices might be used to and as 
relating to what Albrecht is suggesting. I would imply that the incubator could result in raising awareness 
on sustainability, safety and quality. Not only for the participating builders but also for the residents in 
the communities and settlements these builders operate within. I believe that by educating citizens in 
how they can add quality to their lives it will establish possibilities and hopes which creates a civilian 
interest in actively engaging in spatial development issues.  

 
As co-production is mainly characterized by community-engagement and interaction between agencies 
such as the state and civil society to provide services (Mitlin, 2018) , what makes this incubator further 
interesting and unique is that as much as the participatory informal builders are inventors and service 
providers, they are also residents of local informal settlements and manage a valuable role in the 
upgrading of informal settlements since they both acquire the capacity and skills of constructing 
dwellings and are familiar with the needs and challenges in their local communities. As some may argue 
this is not a true form of co-production, I would argue that although it might not be a classic co-
productive process where the participants don’t acquire any technical expertise, it is exactly what makes 
the incubator a stimulating and thought-provoking interpretation of co-productive planning and practice. 
This detail helps create diverse knowledge for all stakeholders and participants in the incubator. 
Keywords in this context are informality and small scale which is exactly what the participating builders 
represent. 

 
Mitlin (2018) discusses in which ways co-production can help add value to the living conditions of those 
in informal settlements lacking access to basic human rights and needs and describes co-production as 
a framework that can be manifested in various ways, some of which being design and implementation. 
She also states the fact that co-productive processes are not enough to exclusively counteract local, 
regional and national inequalities and that generally inclusion in co-productive planning modes “must 
not be assumed”. Here it is to add that as with any collaborative planning or co-production, structures of 
power will continuously manifest to a certain level (Watson, 2014) and awareness of power dynamics is 
a necessity to overcome these and the BLC incubator was not an exception which is brought up in the 
identified focus development. 

 
 
I would like to add that the being involved in the process did impose certain difficulties being objective. 
My experience is that although holding a to a large extent observing role, the good relationships I 
established with participants and facilitators together with the warm welcoming I received resulted in 
having a positive attitude towards the incubator which may affect my abilities of being critical towards 
the process. To begin summarizing the whole process, I believe that the BLC incubator, based on its 
well-received response and success, is making an attempt at undertaking the challenges faced by the 
City of Cape Town regarding the expansion of informal settlements but that in the long-term needs to be 
complemented with other capable urban policy-making, civil dialogue, community-based planning and 
development as well as a deeper insight on the current housing situation to further improve the life of 
quality in informal settlements. The facilitators and stakeholders of the incubator planned it as a 
collaborative and participating concept and engaged both state, society and professionals to fuse local 
and expert knowledge, an attribute that also defines co-productive planning modes. One of the aims of 
co-productive planning is to improve the living conditions of certain marginalized groups of society and 
stimulate urban equality and sustainability. This is exactly what the incubator represents which is 
another reason as to why it should be defined as a co-productive project. Although it can be improved 
by drawing from the difficulties and challenges that was faced it can be deemed to be an alternative and 
unique approach to solve some of the urban development difficulties that is opposing South Africa. The 
incubator resulted in a co-productive, incremental, communicative and participating project because of 
the way it was designed and the participating informal builders supplying valuable knowledge and 
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significance to the process. As a conclusion, I would argue that the mentioned and described 
characteristics and patterns of co-productive processes and planning modes can be applied to label the 
Better Living Challenge as a form of co-productive project although it presented many frictions and 
challenges that need to be dealt with in the implementation and iteration of a future incubator.  
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